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Because Stanley does not act like his fellow cavemen, they chase him away. But then Stanley

invents the house'and becomes a hero'in this thought-provoking, funny story about an early

nonconformist.
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My three-year old nephew recently brought home this book back from his pre-school. Stanley is a

caveman who is different from the rest of his community. He does not like living in a cave, likes

planting and flowers, is courteous to people and kind to animals. The book teaches kids the values

of individuality, tolerance, kindness and common courtesy, stuff which might not quite be all too

comprehensible to a toddler yet. I plan to read him this book again in a month or two though.

My grandson is learning to read and was able to read almost all of the words in this book. The

words that he didn't know (he's finished kindergarten) he was able to sound out with a little help. It's

a great book to read together and teaches a lesson, too!

I know this is about Stanley (and it's a simple and fun story), but l wish that female characters



played stronger roles in Syd Hoff's amazing collection of work. Perhaps the editors can adjust this,

the same way they've **colored in racial diversity in recent editions of Hoff.

This was one of the first books I learned to read, and I still love hearing the story while my nephew

practices. So many good themes to talk about after reading it about being your own person even

when it's hard, as well as tolerance and not being judgemental when someone isn't doing things just

like you are. This book holds so many fond memories for me.

This is the first book I ever remember reading and it's cute messages have stuck with me all these

years. Stanley wasn't like the other cavemen, he liked flowers, didn't like sleeping in cold damp

caves and so he did something about it! It's a sweet little story about the merits of being your own

person and following through with your ideas and forgiving those people who take a while to come

around.

I just bought this book for my 4 y/o daughter and she loves it. We originally checked out Sammy the

Seal from the library and she still says that that is her favorite book ever. But I wanted to buy her a

couple of books from the same author and it was a good price too. Happy mom!!!

I bought this book for my grandson. He went to see dinosaur Sue at the Science Center in St. Louis

with his classroom at school. He is beginning to read & loves books.

I like Syd Hoff but I can't say I loved this book... it seemed a bit long and my son lost interest by the

middle. I ended up having to read the book to him to finish up.
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